
You advise your clients on complex tax issues relevant to the full scope  

of their business. Steer them confidently to the best outcomes with 

Lexis Advance® Tax, a resource that offers the breadth and depth of content 

you need in a diverse practice. Rely on:

A vast array of secondary resources on federal, state and international tax, 

accounting and estate planning from Matthew Bender®, CCH, Law Journal 
Press® and other trusted publishers

Authoritative guidance in highly respected tax authorities like 

Federal Income Taxation of Corporations Filing Consolidated Returns; 

Rhoades & Langer U.S. International Taxation and Tax Treaties; 

plus industry-specific and specialty titles

Expert commentaries and conference materials, such as the NYU and 

USC Annual Institutes on Federal Taxation, the NYU Institute on State and Local 
Taxation and the Heckerling Institute on Estate Planning 

Precise, analytical, detailed. Your client’s financial growth relies on your meticulousness. 

Harness more than 1,400 authoritative tax resources, cutting-edge technology and practice area 

expertise with LexisNexis®.

In the wake of sweeping tax law changes, less regulation and an evolving 

global landscape, prompt access to breaking news with reliable analysis 

of developments is critical to tax practice. To meet that need, LexisNexis® 

has added more news resources to an already unparalleled collection.

Get breaking news and analysis across every major practice area 

and industry with Law360®. A new and completely distinct publication, 

Law360® Tax Authority, focuses intensively on federal, state and 

international tax news, including IRS rulings and pronouncements.

Get in-depth analysis and thorough coverage specifically for tax specialists.

Get broad coverage in the same powerful solution with thousands of news 

and legal news sources, journals, law reviews, CCH® tax news publications, 

ALM® periodicals and an in-depth primary source collection with Shepard’s® 
Citations Service, a customizable alert functionality that helps keep 

you informed.

Count on the latest laws, regulations, insights and news.

Address tax issues with a collection that is both broad and deep.

Drive your tax practice forward with the most 
advanced legal technology platform from LexisNexis®
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Spend less time researching, more time guiding your client.

Efficiency is a must when researching multiple tax matters under tight 

deadlines. That’s why we built Lexis Advance Tax to be the first place you 

turn to quickly find the resources and tools you need. Less research time lets 

you focus on what counts: providing sound guidance to your valued clients.

Designed by tax attorneys, Lexis Advance Tax incorporates features such as 

LexisNexis® Tax Advisor—Federal Code Reporter, which expedites primary 

tax research, links to other materials and integrates Shepard’s to help ensure 

nothing is missed.

Manage costs without sacrificing quality. Lexis Advance Tax provides the 

tax content you need, without transactional charges. There’s no need to bill 

research back to your clients.

Enhanced search algorithms, data visualization, workflow features and 
analytical tools built into Lexis Advance Tax and Lexis Advance® help you 

efficiently assimilate your findings. Use the Lexis Advance proprietary 

Legal Issue Trail™ to locate authority down to a particular point of law 

within a case. 

Assess the impact of proposed legislation with predictive analytics in 

Legislative Outlook, a revolutionary bill tracking and forecasting tool.

Quickly access Lexis Advance Tax with the navigation grid at the top of Lexis Advance.

Get daily updates with Law360 Tax Authority (Display by date) under Legal News in the 

Lexis Advance Explore Content box on the home screen.

Receive daily, critical information for your business and your clients with Alerts. Click the “bell” 

icon in Lexis Advance search results and use Overview, Monitor and Delivery options to customize.

State-specific estate planning is easier with Lexis Advance Tax.

Get to the tax content you need now.

Along with tax and accounting materials to support you in tax planning for private clients, Lexis Advance Tax 

offers a multitude of analytical sources on estates, gifts and trusts, exempt organizations and related topics. 

Estate planning resources include: treatises, practice guides and form sets, state-specific estate planning 

and probate analytical sources from Matthew Bender and ALM, specialty journals, law reviews, 

conference papers, news and expert analyses. Expand your collection even further by electing to add 

CCH tax and estate content.
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Sign up for training or get more information. 
Contact your LexisNexis®

 
client manager.
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